1. The main participant can conclude by identifying and assessing that the purchased services or products have positive deviation from the GMPs' requirements.

2. The main participant can conclude by interpreting and assessing that the identification of major and minor deviations and their status are consistent with the GMPs' requirements.

3. The main participant can conclude by identifying, interpreting, relating and assessing that the use of the purchased services or products have no negative influence on the local production activities.

4. The main participant can conclude by identifying, interpreting, relating and assessing that the identified deviations are resolved and that these are considered for further consideration during the assessment of a requirement.

5. The main participant can conclude by identifying and assessing that the local production activities have no positive deviation from the GMPs' requirements.

6. The main participant can conclude by identifying and assessing that the identified deviations are resolved and that these are considered for further consideration during the assessment of a requirement.

7. The main participant can conclude by identifying and assessing that the identified deviations are resolved and that these are considered for further consideration during the assessment of a requirement.

8. The main participant can conclude by identifying and assessing that the identified deviations are resolved and that these are considered for further consideration during the assessment of a requirement.

9. The main participant can conclude by identifying and assessing that the identified deviations are resolved and that these are considered for further consideration during the assessment of a requirement.

10. The main participant can conclude by identifying and assessing that the identified deviations are resolved and that these are considered for further consideration during the assessment of a requirement.

11. The main participant can conclude by identifying and assessing that the identified deviations are resolved and that these are considered for further consideration during the assessment of a requirement.